Abstract: In the present work, we formulate a simplistic two-fluid model for bubbly steam-water flow existing between fuel pins in nuclear fuel assemblies. Numerical simulations are performed in periodic 2D domains of varying sizes. The appearance of a non-uniform volume fraction field in the form of meso-scales is investigated and shown to be varying with the bubble loading and the domain size, as well as with the numerical algorithm employed. These findings highlight the difficulties involved in interpreting the occurrence of instabilities in two-fluid simulations of gas-liquid flows, where physical and unphysical instabilities are prone to be confounded. The results obtained in this work therefore contribute to a rigorous foundation in on-going efforts to derive a consistent meso-scale formulation of the traditional two-fluid model for multiphase flows in nuclear reactors.
Introduction
The modeling of the current fleet of nuclear reactors traditionally relies on macroscopic approaches modeling different fields of physics, namely neutron transport, fluid dynamics, and heat transfer, among others. The reason behind the choice of macroscopic models lies in the fact that the verification and validation of models being used by the nuclear industry is a lengthy and expensive process that involves many actors, such as research institutes, code manufacturers, plant and fuel manufacturers, and safety regulatory bodies. The industry is thus heavily relying on capitalization, i.e. on the continuous improvement of codes and models, rather than on developing of entirely new modeling approaches. In this respect, the advancement of computer resources in the 1970s resulted in the start-up of large developmental projects in the simulation of nuclear reactors. Due to the size of such systems though, and because of the rather limited computing power available at that time, macroscopic models represented the only possible modeling approach. In the area of two-phase flow, this resulted in the development of the two-fluid model at a macroscopic level, where the highfrequency and small scale filtered phenomena were artificially introduced via the use of experimentally-derived closure relationships.
The present work investigates the performance of the two-fluid model on smaller scales than what is typically used in the nuclear industry today. In the investigations reported hereafter, we formulate a simplistic two-fluid model for bubbly steam-water flow. Numerical simulations are performed in periodic 2D domains of varying sizes, investigating the spontaneous emergence of nonuniform bubble volume fraction fields in the form of meso-scales. The results obtained in this work contribute to a rigorous foundation in on-going efforts to derive a formulation of the traditional two-fluid model for multiphase flows in nuclear reactors that takes the effects of meso-scales into account.
It is well known, particularly from the literature on gas-solid flows, that solutions to the conventional twofluid model exhibit the emergence of meso-scale structures at sufficiently high volume fractions of the dispersed phase. These structures can be seen as non-uniformities in the obtained volume fraction fields and thus represent structures whose characteristic sizes are of the order of several (more than ten) dispersed phase diameters. Falling in between the micro-scales (determined by the size of the dispersed phase) and the macro-scales (determined by the size of the bounding geometry), these structures are termed meso-scale structures. The formation of these structures is due to clustering of the dispersed phase and takes place because of inherent instabilities of the system. Meso-scale structures may therefore manifest also under uniform flow conditions in unbounded domains. The occurrence of meso-scale structures in numerical simulations of two-phase flow using the twofluid model was first investigated by Agrawal et al. (2001) and has since then received great interest. Investigations of instabilities and filtering approaches for taking the effects of unresolved meso-scale structures into account in coarse-grid two-phase simulations has also been investigated in great detail, mostly for gas-solid flows (Agrawal et al. 2001 ; Zhang and VanderHeyden 2001; Benyahia and Sundaresan 2012; Wang, van der Hoef, and Kuipers 2009) but also more recently for gas-liquid flows (Yang et al. 2011) . It has been shown that the appearance of instabilities related to clustering and voidage formation in twophase systems requires neither macroscopic shear nor the presence of boundaries (Agrawal et al. 2001 ). In fact, it is sufficient that there is an interaction between the inertia of the dispersed phase, gravity and the interphase drag (Agrawal et al. 2001) .
The motion and stability of bubbly suspensions have been studied on single bubbles in periodic 2D-and 3D-domains (i.e. representing an infinite regular array of rising bubbles) (Sankaranarayanan and Sundaresan 2002; , and it is known that the uniform bubbling state loses stability at some critical bubble volume fraction (Joshi et al. 2001 ; Mudde, Harteveld, and van den Akker 2009). Freely evolving swarms of near-spherical two-dimensional bubbles were also shown to produce meso-scale structures, although they rise faster than a regular array of bubbles at the same volume fraction (Esmaeeli and Tryggvason 1998) .
Several different scenarios have been proposed for the underlying physical mechanisms responsible for a transition from a homogeneous to a heterogeneous bubbly flow. found that the hindered motion of the dispersed phase gives rise to vertically travelling waves (just as in gassolid flows) whereas cooperative motion of the dispersed phase tends to create columnar structures. They also showed that a lift force is not necessary to trigger an instability. On the other hand, Lucas, Prasser, and Manera (2005) and Lucas et al. (2006) concluded that the lift force is of utmost importance, and that a positive sign of the lift force coefficient practically acts as a stability criterion. Finally, Monahan and Fox (2007) attributed the loss of stability to yet another mechanism -that bubble wakes are suppressed as the gas holdup increases, which triggers the instabilities due to a decreased effective viscosity. Even though the experiments of Mudde, Harteveld, and van den Akker (2009) show that uniform bubbly flows are indeed unstable, theoretical works seem to predict lower critical gas fractions for the transition to unstable behaviour. We find this observation very interesting, as we believe that it hints at some of the difficulties in interpreting the occurrence of instabilities in two-fluid model predictions of gasliquid flows.
In addition to the physical reasons for the unstable behaviours observed in gas-liquid two-phase flow, there are namely also well-documented mathematical difficulties associated with the two-fluid model as such. The most commonly used version of the two-fluid model for gas-liquid flows is based on an assumption of pressure equilibrium between the phases, which leads to a non-hyperbolic illposed model in the inviscid limit (Dinh, Nourgaliev, and Theofanous 2003; Yström 2001; Prosperetti and Satrape 1990; Hicks 1984, 1988) . Although it has been argued that the ill-posedness arises when local discontinuities (i.e. interfaces) are homogenized by an averaging procedure, there is still no general consensus on whether the non-hyperbolicity of the equation set reflects the presence of physical instabilities or whether instabilities are artificially augmented by an inadequate mathematical representation (Dinh, Nourgaliev, and Theofanous 2003; Prosperetti and Satrape 1990). In practice, the appearance of instabilities in numerical solutions to the two-fluid model is often suppressed by the use of excessively dissipative numerical schemes or by regularization of the physical model (Prosperetti and Satrape 1990; Pokharna, Mori, and Ransom 1997). Unfortunately, little is known about the effect of such measures on the simulation of large-scale flow oscillations over long times (Prosperetti and Satrape 1990; Pokharna, Mori, and Ransom 1997; Stewart 1986 ). Understanding the uncertainties inherent in these types of simulations is absolutely critical in an effort to use numerical results obtained with a two-fluid model at fine resolution to derive appropriate relations for the effects of unresolved meso-scale structures at a coarser resolution. Most notably, there is a significant risk that solutions of an ill-posed model might suffer from excessive numerical diffusion and/or exhibit unphysical instabilities (Dinh, Nourgaliev, and Theofanous 2003) , which could inadvertently be transferred along to the meso-scale closures.
The aim of the current work is to investigate the performance of the two-fluid model for nuclear reactor applications. More specifically, the aim is to assess the dependence of the behaviour and stability of the two-fluid model on the specifications of the computational setup and the case properties in a vein similar to that of previous studies related to gas-solid flows (Agrawal et The results obtained in this work may therefore form a rigorous foundation in on-going efforts to devise a meso-scale formulation of the traditional two-fluid model for multiphase flows in nuclear reactors, as the two-fluid model used here will be subsequently extended to also allow descriptions of other forms of momentum exchange, as well as heat and mass transfer.
Modelling
This work investigates the occurrence of instabilities, fluctuations and deviations from the uniform state in two-fluid model simulations of bubbly flow in nuclear reactors. Consequently, the two-fluid model employed must be made simple enough to enable the direct observation of the effects of each feature added to the model. It is therefore assumed that the flow of interest can be represented by spherical, rigid bubbles occupying a certain volume fraction in a continuous liquid. The momentum exchange between the two phases is assumed to be dominated by the drag force. The flow is isothermal and there is no mass transfer between the phases. There is no coalescence or breakup of bubbles. These assumptions are not adequate for a real nuclear reactor, but are deemed necessary to make the formulation of a two-fluid model relevant for the steam-water flow that is stripped of all complexities except for those inherent in the two-fluid model.
Simplistic two-fluid model
The two-fluid model formulated for a continuous liquid phase and a mono-sized dispersed bubbly phase, under the set of restrictive assumptions noted previously, is presented in the following. The continuity equation for the dispersed phase becomes:
The continuous phase volume fraction field is obtained from the condition that the sum of the volume fractions everywhere must be equal to unity:
In this notation, l represents the liquid phase and b the bubbly phase.
The momentum balance equations become:
Here, k is either l or b, and q is the other phase (not currently represented by k). The pressure p is shared by both phases, and the viscosity used is the sum of the turbulent viscosity (when a turbulence model is used) and the molecular viscosity of the continuous phase. Two things should be emphasized in relation to (eq. (3)): Firstly, there is no discrete phase pressure and thus no repulsive term that prevents overpacking of the discrete entities. This choice is in line with the current ambition to perform a transparent investigation with as few complications as possible. At relatively low discrete phase volume fractions, such as in this work, overpacking is generally not an issue and this approach can be justified a posteriori by investigations of the obtained volume fraction fields. At higher volume fractions, a dispersed phase pressure would be needed to prevent overpacking, but such models are known to be sensitive to the choices of model parameters (Benyahia and Sundaresan 2012) . In this work, the isotropic contribution to the discrete phase stresses thus come from the shared pressure field. Secondly, the deviatoric contribution to the discrete phase stresses is here obtained from the product of the continuous phase viscosity with the discrete phase velocity gradients. In similar previous studies, other approaches have been suggested for the treatment of these terms, such as neglecting them altogether (Benyahia and Sundaresan 2012) or to assume them to be identical to the continuous phase deviatoric stresses (Zhang and VanderHeyden 2001) . As the effect of the deviatoric contribution to the discrete phase stresses is related to the growth rate of disturbances in the flow field (the discrete phase viscosity determines the length scale of the dominant instability), but not to the existence of disturbances as such (Anderson, Sundaresan, and Jackson 1995), the treatment of these terms is deemed acceptable for the purpose of the current work. Furthermore, it has been shown for gas-solid flows that the meso-scale stresses dominate over the molecular stresses (Agrawal et al. 2001 ).
The momentum exchange coefficient K is obtained using the following relation:
Here, C D is evaluated using the Morsi and Alexander drag law (Morsi and Alexander 1972) , which is applicable for spherical particles over a wide range of particle Reynolds numbers (from the Stokes flow regime up to above 10,000).
The two-fluid model used here is somewhat simpler than a conventional two-fluid model for nuclear applications. We therefore stress that there has been no loss of generality from the simplifications involved with respect to the occurrence of instabilities. The origin of the mathematical instabilities lies in the one-pressure formulation and the energy equations, if included, do not affect the hyperbolicity of the equation set Hicks 1984, 1988) . Furthermore, the model is comprehensive enough to capture at least some of the possible physical instabilities known to exist in gas-liquid flows (Agrawal et The two-fluid model derived in this way and applied to a periodic domain is well-posed locally in time if the initial data are smooth, but is known to possess a medium to high wavenumber instability. In practice, a smooth solution to such a two-fluid model is therefore exponentially unstable. Linearization around an assumed smooth solution, followed by a freezing of coefficients, yields that the exponential growth rate of the instabilities is (to the first order) (Gudmundsson 2005) :
Although it is still unclear how well this result transfers to the original non-linear problem (Gudmundsson 2005; Keyfitz 2001 ), it is deemed valuable in the assessment of the growth rate observed in our simulations. It has also been shown that, even though there is an exponential instability, the solutions can still be bounded if they become highly oscillatory or if they form shock-like structures (Gudmundsson 2005; Keyfitz 2001 ; Kreiss and Yström 2002) . In practice, the numerical results obtained will be influenced also by the algorithms and discretization schemes used in the solution procedure (Coquel et al. 1997) . It is the purpose of this work to investigate the sensitivity of the obtained solutions to both the physics (as specified by the model itself and its initial and boundary conditions) and to the numerics.
Standard k-ε model
The bubbly flow inside a nuclear reactor is highly turbulent, which typically motivates the inclusion of a turbulence model in the computational framework (Bestion 2012 ). On the other hand, if large-scale vortical structures are expected to be a more significant source of velocity fluctuations than bubble-or shear-induced turbulence (as should indeed be expected for a fully periodic bubbly flow at low to moderate bubble loading), a turbulence model is generally not needed (Ojima et al. 2014) . In this work, we compare simulations using a turbulence model (Section 3.5) with simulations where no turbulence model is employed (Sections 3.1-3.4). In line with the aim to keep the current investigation transparent and simplistic, the standard k-ε model (Launder and Spalding 1972 ) is chosen. Note that the model is applied to the mixture and not for the individual phases. However, it should be stressed here that due to the large density difference between the phases, the modeled turbulence will be most significantly affected by the liquid phase. Even though turbulence modeling in dense, dispersed two-phase flows is a highly complex issue, this approach is deemed appropriate given the aim and scope of the current work.
Computational cases
The pressure-velocity coupling is handled via the phasecoupled SIMPLE algorithm (Vasquez and Ivanov 2000) . In the discretization of the convective terms of all balance equations, the third-order accurate, bounded QUICK scheme is used with structured hexahedral meshes. The diffusion terms are discretized using a second-order accurate central-differencing scheme. The geometry chosen is a fully periodic 2D system similar to that used by Benyahia and Sundaresan (2012) . The domain height is four times its width (0.1 × 0.4 m), and gravity acts downwards in the vertical direction. The weight of the carrier and the dispersed phase in the domain is balanced exactly by a prescribed pressure drop in the vertical direction. This system is not typical of the flow channels in nuclear cores, but designed to represent a situation where the flow is unbounded. The material properties are assumed constant. The spatial discretization, unless otherwise noted, is the finest one used by Benyahia and Sundaresan (2012), i.e. 64 by 256.
The trends reported in this work were confirmed to be mesh-independent with this resolution.
The choice to use a 2D domain is based on the need to reduce the computational cost when performing many simulations over long times. It should therefore be stressed that physical meso-scale structures, as defined here, arise as the continuous phase will bypass clusters of the dispersed phase more easily than it will flow through a completely homogenized system. This effect therefore appears in both two-and three-dimensional numerical simulations, albeit with quantitative differences (Agrawal et al. 2001 ). Furthermore, instabilities of unphysical origin are known to manifest already in 1D simulations (Pokharna, Mori, and Ransom 1997) .
Since the purpose of the current work is to investigate the possible onset of instabilities inherent in the two-fluid formulation applied to typical nuclear reactor cases, we are not primarily interested in whether such instabilities eventually develop at all, but rather whether they develop over length and time scales relevant to the thermo-hydraulics of nuclear reactors. Taking , we obtain a macroscopic time scale of 2 sec. Hence, in theory it should be sufficient to study the system for a period of 2 sec. On the other hand, all simulations are started at time zero with a uniform volume fraction field, and it is likely that the time needed for instabilities to manifest will be the longest for such initial conditions. In order not to neglect instabilities that would develop within a short time frame only if the initial conditions are favorable, we therefore choose to study a longer time period of 20 sec. This time period corresponds to more than 100 passages through the periodic computational domain in the streamwise direction for the mean flow.
As a means to quantify the magnitude of the mesoscale structures, we define a global, time-resolved uniformity index Φ(t) such that:
where α q,max is the current maximum volume fraction of phase q in the solution domain at time t, α q,min is the corresponding current minimum volume fraction and α q,avg is the domain-average value of the volume fraction.
With this definition, a value of Φ equal to zero corresponds to a uniform volume fraction field and complete phase separation would correspond to Φ = 1/α q,avg . The occurrences of non-zero values of Φ with time are indicative of the appearance of a non-uniform volume fraction field.
3 Results and discussion
Case #1 -Gas-solids case
We first investigate the same gas-solids flow as the one that was simulated by Benyahia and Sundaresan (2012) . The case specification is presented in Table 1 . The simulation is started with a uniform volume fraction field of the dispersed phase and advanced in time with a time step of 10 −4 s. The simulation results for the volume fraction field are shown in Figure 1 . Using the results from Benyahia and Sundaresan (2012) as a reference solution, it is verified that our numerical setup can reproduce the qualitative behavior of this gas-solids flow, including the appearance of meso-scale structures and fluctuations in the slip velocity, and we use this setup as a basis for going towards bubbly flow relevant to nuclear reactors.
Case #2-gas-liquid case 1
As a first test for a gas-liquid system, we adjust Case #1 so that the terminal velocity of a bubble is similar to that of the solid particles. Under the simplified assumption of Stokes flow around the dispersed phase, the new bubble size can be found from:
We then rerun Case #1 with the material properties of both phases representative of a gas-liquid flow (cf. Table 2 ). The properties are chosen to reflect relevant orders of magnitude, and could represent either an airwater system or a steam-water system (with the steam being either saturated or superheated). All other parameters are kept the same. The resulting bubble diameter for this case is 0.68 mm, which is a relevant bubble size for the onset of bubble creation at sub-cooled boiling conditions (Anglart et al. Soon after the emergence of the "striped" structures in Figure 3 , the time-resolved uniformity index starts to decrease slowly and the meso-scale structures become less sharp and develop a smoother, somewhat undulating character. These phenomena are attributed to the exponential growth of small initial disturbances (in the uncertainty pertaining to the numerical precision). The solution eventually goes through a maximally unstable state, where gradients become so large that they will start to become smoothed out again by diffusive mechanisms. These diffusive mechanisms originate both from the physical model and from the numerical procedure. In the present model, it is primarily the viscous stresses that tend to stabilize disturbances (Arai 1980 ), but also the momentum exchange between the phases could play a similar role (Stewart 1979 ). There are several steps in the numerical solution procedure that influence stability, most notably the discretization of the convective terms in (eqs (1) and (3)) (Toumi 1996 and Prosperetti 2003) . After the peak in the instability, the solution remains non-homogeneous throughout the rest of the simulation. These observations are consistent with the previous literature investigations of the stability of the two-fluid model: the current formulation is unstable, but its solutions are still bounded. It is also interesting to note that the (material and case-specific) properties of this bubbly flow are very similar to one of the examples investigated by . For this system, they found that the bubbles remain nearly spherical and the bubbly flow loses stability due to a growth of vertically traveling wavefronts having no horizontal structure. This mode is associated with the inertia of relative motion between the two phases and is thus the same as the dominant instability mode in typical gas-solid flows. The lift force, which is not taken into account in the present work, plays an important role in the loss of stability through a different mode and is thus not required for these instabilities to manifest . On the contrary, the addition of a lift force or a discretephase pressure to the model would act so as to stabilize the system under these conditions Gudmundsson 2005; Coquel et al. 1997) .
The effect of the numerical procedure to obtain the solution on the behavior and the stability of the solution itself is illustrated in Figure 4 , where the results are compared for two simulations that differ only in the choice of either a lower-order scheme (First Order Upwind) or a higher-order scheme (QUICK) in the discretization of the convective terms in all balance equations. The First Order Upwind scheme is known to be robust but to give rise to false (numerical) diffusion, which should generally be expected to increase the stability and delay the transition to the unstable state on the same mesh. These are also the inferences that indeed can be drawn from Figure 4 . Additionally, it is observed that neither scheme produces a growth rate as large as the theoretical one predicted by (eq. (5)). It is also concluded that the effect of the choice of the numerical solution procedure on the behavior of the system is significant, and it should thus be emphasized that the exact time-history obtained (as shown in Figure 3 ) is unlikely to reflect a true physical behavior of the system, but should be interpreted rather as a display of the unstable character of a bubbly two-phase flow and the complex interplay between the design of the mathematical model and the choice of numerical algorithms dedicated to solving it. Hicks (1984, 1988) use the term "unphysical instabilities" to differentiate unbounded instabilities from bounded instabilities (which they refer to as "physical instabilities"), and they argue that mathematical models of physical instabilities (e.g. interface instabilities in two-phase flows) will start to exhibit unphysical behavior when the physics included in the model is insufficient Hicks 1984, 1988) . They propose that instabilities will result from the inadequate pressure equilibrium assumption inherent in the single-pressure twofluid model, but that these instabilities may remain bounded because of the combined effects of, for example, viscous stresses and numerical diffusion. These speculations agree with our observations. As the simulations are advanced in time, the miniscule numerical round-off errors in the predicted pressure, velocity and volume fraction fields tend to grow with time throughout the domain.
Given the fact that the current formulation of the twofluid model for a bubbly gas-liquid flow exhibits these characteristics, we will now investigate the sensitivity of this behavior to changes in the case specification Figure 4 : Time-resolved uniformity index for Case #2: the effect of using a lower-order (First Order Upwind) or a higher-order (QUICK) discretization scheme for the convective terms in (eqs (1) and (3)). The theoretical growth rate for the instabilities obtained from (eq. (5)) is also plotted for comparison.
(e.g. changes to the bubble loading and the domain size) and to the inclusion of a turbulence model.
Case #3 -Gas-liquid case 2
It is known that a uniformly bubbling suspension loses stability at bubble loadings of a few percent or more, and that the suggested critical bubble loadings span a wide range (cf. Sankaranarayanan However, the simplistic formulation of the two-fluid model that is under investigation here is known to be unstable for all non-zero bubble loadings (Gudmundsson 2005) . Numerical simulations are performed to investigate the behavior of the volume fraction fields predicted by this two-fluid model for three different average bubble loadings: 1, 5 and 10%. The results are shown in Figure 5 . It is clear that the growth rate of the initial instabilities is a function of the bubble loading, and that the growth rate increases with increasing loading. The non-uniformities in the case with 1% bubble loading are still extremely small after 20 sec, but a growth is still clearly there. The behavior at 5 and 10% bubble loading are qualitatively similar, with the difference that stability is lost earlier with the higher bubble loading.
Case #4 -Nuclear reactor case 1
The bubbly flow in a nuclear reactor occurs in between the fuel rods and is therefore geometrically restricted in the horizontal direction. Representative values of the distance between the centers of the fuel rods are in the range 1-3 cm, with the distance between the outer radii of two consecutive fuel pins being approximately 3-8 mm (Anglart et al. 1997; Ustinenko et al. 2008) . In other words, the characteristic length of the bounding geometry in a nuclear reactor case is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than in the previous computational cases. At the same time, the variation in the typical bubble size can be very significant in the vertical direction. The initial creation of bubbles at sub-cooled boiling conditions, however, results in small, spherical bubbles of 0.15-1.5 mm in diameter (Anglart et al. 1997 ), but bubble diameters up to 5 mm are relevant (Ustinenko et al. 2008) . The resulting ratio between the discrete phase diameter and the length scale characterizing the bounding geometry is thus of the order of 0.015-0.625 in a nuclear reactor, whereas it was 0.0068 in the previous computational case. In other words, for the investigations to be fully relevant to nuclear reactor applications, it is necessary to also study higher values of d p /L. Here, we choose to scale the computational domain so that it becomes 1 cm wide (maintaining the aspect ratio) and to maintain a bubble diameter of 0.68 mm, yielding a value of d p /L equal to 0.068. This value is in the correct range and represents a significant increase from the previous cases. Finally, we also change the boundary conditions on the vertical sides from periodic to free-slip walls. The presence of a wall introduces the sought-after geometrical limitation on the meso-scale structures, and the free-slip boundary condition allows us to probe the influence from this restriction without imposing sharp gradients in the velocity field that are likely to have an additional influence of their own on the instabilities.
The time-resolved non-uniformity index obtained with a 1 cm wide, horizontally bounded geometry with free-slip walls is displayed in Figure 6 . The instabilities are there but the non-uniformity index remains lower Figure 7 for the original 10 cm wide domain. The large gradients in the velocity field that result from the no-slip boundary condition trigger the instabilities much faster than for the fully periodic case. Here, meso-scale structures appear already within the first 3 sec. The trend with respect to the domain size is as expected: the instabilities are less pronounced in a smaller (1 cm) domain, but their magnitude are still larger when employing no-slip boundary conditions than with free slip.
3.5 Case #5 -Nuclear reactor case 2
As described previously, the two-fluid model is typically used together with a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)-based turbulence model in the simulations of nuclear reactors. The most important effect of adding a RANS model to these computations is the introduced change in the effective viscosity. Consequently, we revisit the previous nuclear reactor cases with the addition of the Standard k-ε turbulence model. The Standard k-ε model predicts energy-containing turbulent eddies of approximately 1.8 cm in the bounded 10 cm domain. The ratio of the turbulent to the dynamic viscosity of the liquid becomes of the order of several hundreds, implying that the effective viscosity is significantly increased, as expected. In comparison, large eddy simulations of the turbulent liquid (single-phase) flow in a three-dimensional mesh of identical resolution with the dynamic Smagorinsky subgrid model yields turbulent viscosities of the same order of magnitude as the molecular viscosity or lower. These large eddy simulations hence suggest that the mesh resolution is almost sufficient for a direct numerical simulation of the turbulence.
The effect on the meso-scale structures from the addition of the Standard k-ε model is to effectively dampen out all fluctuations, and the non-uniformity indices (not shown) remain very small throughout the simulations. This observation is not so strange after all, since it has been known for decades that the addition of an "artificial viscosity" in the numerical algorithm employed to solve the two-fluid model helps dampen out highfrequency oscillations and therefore assists in achieving numerical stability (Ransom and Hicks 1984; Ishii and Mishima 1984) .
It should be stressed here that the physical relevance of turbulence as an inhibitor of the emergence of mesoscale structures is very dubious. The two-fluid model employed here is derived by averaging over the spatial and temporal resolution employed in the computational setup. The meso-scale structures then appear when employing the two-fluid model with adequate resolution; that is, when using a resolution that is significantly finer than the meso-scales. Such a numerical simulation presupposes that the velocities used in (eqs (1) and (3) It is interesting to relate the current results to those obtained when applying some variant of a two-fluid model together with a RANS-based turbulence model to a bubble plume in a flat geometry (Sokolichin and Eigenberger 1999; Pfleger et al. 1999; Mudde and Simonin 1999) . If the depth of such a domain is neglected and the geometry described as two-dimensional, the turbulent viscosity becomes much too high and the unsteady motion of the plume is suppressed entirely. In three-dimensional simulations of the thin geometry, the effective viscosity however decreases and a dynamic behavior can be recovered. Of specific interest here is the fact that Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1999), who did not use a full two-fluid model, obtained good agreement with the experimental data of Becker, Sokolichin, and Eigenberger (1994), whereas Mudde and Simonin (1999) , who used a single-pressure two-fluid model, obtained close agreement with the same experimental data only after incorporating the effect of virtual mass into the interfacial momentum transfer term. These results are very interesting in the light of the fact that the virtual mass terms are generally small but affect the hyperbolicity, and hence the stability, of the two-fluid model employed (Lahey et al. 1980) . In summary, employing the Standard k-ε model to take the effects of turbulence into account produced high effective viscosities that dampened out the occurrence of meso-scale structures. This numerical experiment highlights the difficulties in describing turbulent two-phase flow using a combination of averaged mathematical models (i.e. a two-fluid model and a RANS model) that are averaged on different length scales. In a mesh refinement study of such a model, small-scale fluctuations in the volume fraction fields that are permitted by the model as such are prevented to appear, as the corresponding velocity field cannot be retrieved. In effect, the correlated fluctuations between the dispersed phase volume fraction field and the continuous phase stress gradient are neglected in the momentum exchange (Igci et al. 2008) . The details of the interaction between turbulence and the dispersed phase meso-scale structures must therefore be studied using more comprehensive mathematical frameworks. If meso-scale structures are deemed important for the overall behavior of bubbly flows in nuclear reactors, more work will be needed in the derivation of models for the unresolved fluctuations and their cross-correlations. It is to be expected that more sophisticated turbulence models will be necessary for such simulations (e.g. LES or possibly URANS). It is therefore interesting to note that such turbulence models do not in general work well with dissipative discretization schemes, as these tend to dampen out the resolved turbulent fluctuations and therefore limit the accuracy of the underlying subgrid-scale model. Such issues, which are manageable in single-phase flows, will continue to pose challenges to simulations of gas-liquid flows with a two-fluid model until the complex boundaries and interplay between physical and unphysical instabilities are fully understood.
Conclusions
In the present work, we formulate a simplistic two-fluid model for the bubbly steam-water flow existing between the fuel pins in nuclear assemblies. The appearance of non-uniform volume fraction fields is investigated and shown to be a function of the bubble loading as well as the domain size. The combination of the two-fluid model with a RANS-based turbulence model is shown to dampen the instabilities and to prevent the non-uniform fields from emerging.
In conclusion, the findings in this work highlight the importance of a consistent filtering approach in the treatment of the volume fraction field and the turbulence in simulations of two-phase flows in nuclear reactors. 
